
Advanced Stock Management™

For many businesses today, accuracy of stock is hindered both by difficulties in recognising 

some items and delays between a physical event and the paper work being processed in 

the office. These issues can lead to customers being promised unavailable stock or—even 

worse—delivery of the wrong product. Providing poor service like this leads to increased 

costs when resolving the issues and in some cases losing the customer altogether.

Epicor BisTrack Advanced Stock Management (ASM) has been developed to allow real-time 

picking and stock control functions in the warehouse or yard. Rugged, handheld devices 

with built-in bar code scanners allow you to accurately control stock levels in the branch and 

ensure that the accuracy of picking is dramatically increased. The crucial benefit is that all 

tasks are carried out in real time, so you know exactly what stock you have and where it is.

ASM also makes it possible to monitor the performance of the picking teams, as all tasks 

carried out on the handheld scanner are recorded against the user who performed the task 

and when the task took place. The transport and sales departments also have clear visibility 

into what is happening with each transaction. The flexibility of the ASM software allows it 

to be used in a variety of styles and fashions depending on what suits each business.

Product
 X Epicor® BisTrack™ 

Benefits
 X Increased stock accuracy—all stock 

is correctly identified and recorded 

where it is

 X Increased accuracy of picks—all 

picks are confirmed by scanning the 

location being picked from and the 

product being picked

 X Improved customer service—

delivering the right stock faster

 X Reduced credit notes—if you deliver 

the right stock, you don’t have to 

collect it back and credit the invoice

“Having implemented ASM in one of our distribution 
centres at the end of 2017, we have seen improvements in 
stock accuracy and better control over the despatching of 
goods to our customers. We are about to roll ASM out to 
our second warehouse in Dartford. 

All warehouse picking processes were paper-based before 
the introduction of ASM, and whilst picking was quick, we 
often made mistakes. ASM has helped eliminate some of 
these basic errors.”

—Stephen Broomhead, Operations Director | C.P. Hart

Key features of ASM include:

 X Goods Inwards

 X Put Away

 X Replenishment

 X Picking—Sale, Transfer, and Work Orders

 X Stock Moves

 X Stock Take

 X Stock Check

 X Location Enquiry

 X Stock Item Enquiry

 X Check and Pack

 X Load Checking

 X Despatch

 X Label Production

Also included in this functionality are  

timber-handling specialities:

 X Variable width tallies

 X Fixed width tallies

 X Timber Pack enquiry

 X Timber Pack moves

 X Breaking packs to loose stock

 X Splitting packs

 X Making packs from loose stock
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About Epicor
Epicor Software Corporation drives business growth. We provide flexible, industry-specific software designed to fit the precise needs of our 

manufacturing, distribution, retail, and service industry customers. More than 45 years of experience with our customers’ unique business 

processes and operational requirements are built into every solution—in the cloud or on premises. With this deep understanding of your 

industry, Epicor solutions dramatically improve performance and profitability while easing complexity so you can focus on growth. For more 

information, connect with Epicor or visit www.epicor.com.
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